
During 1911, Peirce wrote several manuscripts on existential graphs:  R699, dated May 25 to 
June 2; R670, June 7 to June 17; L231, June 22; L378, September 29; and L376 (formerly 



R500),  December 6 to 9.  A manuscript formerly called R514 and tentatively dated 1909 is 
now grouped with L231.  All these MSS use shading to distinguish negated areas.  R699 and 
R670 use the word cut for the boundary of a shaded area, but the later MSS do not mention the 
boundary.  Unless another MS on EGs is discovered, the excerpt from L231 reproduced in 
NEM 3.158 to 169 appears to be Peirce's last  complete definition of first-order logic in EGs. 

Although L231 does not discuss extensions beyond FOL, L376 refers to a new method for 
representing modality:  “I shall now have to add a Delta part in order to deal with modals.”  No
MS that describes Delta graphs has yet been found, but Peirce's comment indicates that he was 
not satisfied with his earlier methods for representing modality in EGs.

In L231, Peirce reduced  the jargon to a minimum by avoiding the words cut, sep, dot, spot, 
recto, verso, and scroll, which refer to features on a two-dimensional sheet of paper.   Unlike 
the  two-dimensional cut, the shaded areas for negation can be generalized to shaded segments 
of a one-dimensional line or closed regions in any dimension.  On page NEM 3.191, Peirce 
regrets his lack of funds for developing "stereoscopic moving images".  That comment suggests
new directions he had hoped to explore.  

Peirce's rules of inference are so general and flexible that they can be applied to many other   
notations for logic, linear or graphic.  For applications to predicate calculus, discourse 
representation structures (DRS), and English sentences that can  be translated to DRS, see 
http//jfsowa.com/pubs/eg2cg.pdf .
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In the following excerpt from page 191, Peirce discussed his transition from thinking    
in algebraic symbols to thinking in diagrams, which he considered a superior method.  
But in 1911, he claimed that thinking in stereoscopic moving images would be better.

This paragraph is a hint that Peirce was thinking of extending existential graphs to 
accommodate arbitrary images, including dynamically changing images in three dimensions.  
That may be the reason why he generalized the EG notation and rules to go beyond a  flat 
sheet.  With a rule of inference called observation, information from an image may be 
translated to a symbolic form and asserted in the same region as the image.  With another rule 
called imagination, information in a symbolic form may be converted to an image in the same 
region.  All EG rules would insert or erase images under the same conditions as an EG.   For 
further discussion, see http://jfsowa.com/talks/ppe.pdf.  For a publication that spells out  the 
formal details, see http://www.collegepublications.co.uk/downloads/ifcolog00025.pdf.
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